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Proudly Celebrating 75 Years of
Independence

"Little Scribes- The Kids' Edition"
To celebrate and commemorate 75 years of Independence,
Sri Sathya Sai Vidya Vihar, Indore proudly presents "Little
Scribes- The Kids' Edition" a newspaper by kids for kids. It
provides a platform to present their perspective; an apt tool
to exercise their right to information. The newspaper is a
kaleidoscopic presentation of the creativity of our young
nation builders. It highlights the activities undertaken by the
students of Bal Mandir to celebrate the spirit of oneness and
embrace each other with love.

India
Patriotism is a feeling of pride in what the country stands for, what it
has accomplished, and what it is still hoping to do, both for its citizens
and for the rest of the world. It is important to teach children that
patriotism is not only protecting the country on the borders but an
expression in constructive ways through actions, conversation and
attitudes. It is a shared feeling and common goal to do what’s best for
the nation as a whole and be supportive throughout this quest.

The foundation of a child's personality is laid in the school.
Thus, schools have the responsibility to provide opportunities
to students to nurture and uphold the sentiment of patriotism
leading to better and responsible future citizens.
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Students are exposed to the theme of patriotism through Project Based
Learning (PBL) and Game Based Learning (GBL). Students
collaborate, communicate, interact and work in teams. A plethora of
activities like role plays, poem recitation, quiz, fancy dress, food craft,
poster making etc. showcasing the pride taken in glorifying and
celebrating the spirit of democracy and unity are woven artistically within
each subject inculcating the feeling of pride and respecting the values of
our nation.

MUB (Model United Bharat)
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MUB (Model United Bharat) provides students with a forum to hone skills
in diplomacy, negotiation, critical thinking, public speaking,
writing and research. This program prepares them to be better citizens
through quality educational experiences like discussions addressing
important issues including environment, economic and social development,
providing a better understanding of the inner workings of Bharat.
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School
Assemblies
Assembly has one contribution to make, i.e., to unite the whole school.
Thought and word for the day, the news headlines across the nation, singing
National Anthem, KYC, Factfile on heroes of India like Maharishi Panini,
Rishi Kanad, Bappa Rawal, Maharaja Suheldev, unsung heroes of Battle of
Haifa, etc. creates deeper enlightenment in children towards their country.
They feel proud to be part of it.
Our brothers, fighting for the nation are the soldiers who are the protectors
of this country and knowing about their hardship they bear, inspire the
young generations to work hard in their life. To dedicate a special
remembrance to all soldiers, Army, Navy, Air Force personnel who are
away from their sisters and family, the festival of Rakshabandhan is
celebrated wherein students dress up as soldiers and tie rakhis that bind a
bond of togetherness.
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Co -Curricular
Activities
The activity based Summer Assignments to foster patriotism naturally and
voluntarily help students in creating a nurturing and stimulating environment
filled with fun, frolic and learning. Environmental Studies booklets are designed
with Indianized curriculum. Details of important days like Independence Day,
Republic Day, Kargil Vijay Diwas, Chandrashekhar Azad Jayanti, Ahilyabai
Holkar, Subhash Chandra Bose, Mangal Pandey Jayanti etc., are posted in the
class whatsapp groups.
Based on patriotic theme co-curricular activities along with academics are
conducted to help students develop their overall personality. Fancy dress, poem
recitation, character role plays on great Indian personalities, quizzes, solo and
group singing, poster making, rangoli making, panel discussions on topics like
civic sense, how to make country a better place to live etc. are conducted on
regular basis.
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Students of Class 2

A harmonious co-existence between the environment and human
beings is the need of the hour. To sensitize students towards the
environment Envio Friendly Kids Program has been started. This will
help in promoting plantation and cleanliness drive and encourage
students to live a "greener lifestyle"
Our 'Fit Kids' program is a small contribution towards the larger goal
of creating a 'Fit India'. This program has been launched to make
fitness an integral part of daily lives. By celebrating International Yoga
Day, children are taught importance and origin of Yoga

Students of classes 3 &4

Jr. Montessori A

Today’s children are the citizens of tomorrow. So, it is necessary to ignite
the patriotic feeling among children right from early days and they tend to
be visual learners, so this means they are highly receptive to color and
images that they are to lots of text. Students, after gathering information,
prepare beautiful and creative display boards under the guidance of their
class teachers.
The little chefs harness their creativity and imagination making healthy and
nutritious recipes sprinkled with celebratory colors like white, saffron and
green that represent the vibrant spirit of independence and patriotism.
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